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Dashboard

The Dashboard Tool allows us to look at information in CLOSER 
Discovery  before it is published and display it in a concise form 
for checking.

We use the Colectica Software Development Kit for this tool 
primarily as it provides more powerful functionality for us to 
retrieve the information required 

This provides a quicker and easier way to perform quality 
control and checks on what has been added to Discovery



Dashboard Contents 
The attributes we are showing on the Dashboard are free form strings containing 
details about the content. 

This opens up the possibility of human error. Where there are inconsistences in a 
label, e.g. we end up with two items exactly the same but spelt differently. 

Also we get attributes which are blank that need to be added to Discovery. 

Using this tool allows us to see, identify and take action to correct these. We also 
have totals for all of these attributes and links to view them.

We are currently looking for three different attributes

• Life Stage, which relates to the various life stages of participants

• Creator, which is the people responsible for creating this study

• Publisher, which relates to the organisation responsible for this study.



We can see here all the Life Stages in Discovery. There are three 
inconsistencies. Early Adulthood, Third Age and 60 – 74 years. Also a Life 
Stage with no description



We are displaying here all the creators.  We can see where there are studies without 
a Creator which need to be added to Discovery as well as inconsistencies



Here we see all the publishers in Discovery. We can see two different 
inconsistencies on publisher. Centre for Longitudinal Studies and National 
Children's Bureau 



Studies
Here we display a list of all Studies in Discovery along with count of 
all Datasets and Questionnaires. 

The first reason for this is to ensure agencies are correct for studies. 

We can also check the numbers before and after adding content to 
Discovery to ensure we get the expected result. 

Finally we can check for inconsistencies in the naming of datasets or 
questionnaires.

Clicking the count for a study displays details of these datasets or 
questionnaires as well as a link to Discovery. This not only allows us 
to identify them but also correct any issues in the content







Conclusion

This just a beginning ….

More tools will be added to the Dashboard as needed.


